
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The Trickster, premiering this season,  is a multidisciplinary work  in 
collaboration with percussionist Tom Teasley using myth and physical story-
telling, alongside images of the southwest, to embrace Native American culture; 
color, sound and climate.   
 

Incidence A life-size kinetic sculpture is manipulated by the dancers and 
configurations, from vertical to horizontal, shape the dance as it circles the 
structure.  

Incidence was selected by the Cultural Development Corporation for the 
Mead Theater Lab Program at Flashpoint, for Velocity DC Dance 
Festival, for the Northern Virginia Fine Arts Festival in Reston VA and 
as a temporary public art project for the City of Alexandria. 

 

 Double Take Building on a style that intersects art forms and community, this 
work is inspired by location and by the power of taking a second look.  Video 
captures dancers in unexpected places to merge architecture with live 
performance.  
  

“Jane Franklin’s choreography is full of arresting visual pictures, 
including a repeated motif of the trio holding their arms toward the 
ceiling in exaltation—representing vividly Temporal Interference’s gentle 
tugging at the fabric of space and time.”   Nick Green, Washington City 
Paper 

 

Performances for children are books brought to life through music, dance and 
theatre.  Adapted from the book by Elizabeth Spires, The Mouse of Amherst is 
about a mouse and an unlikely friendship with reclusive poet Emily Dickinson. 
In The Big Meow a little orange fluff-ball is ostracized by the neighborhood cats 
for a “loud as a lion’s roar” meow.  Penelope’s Pen is inspired by Frank Dormer’s 
book “The Obstinate Pen." This lighthearted performance follows young 
Penelope on a silly and enlightening adventure. Who knows what to do with a 
pen that has a will of its own?   Young Penelope has an idea.  
 

Sweet Zinnia is a workshop/performance partnership with Sweet Virginia a 
Manassas based non-profit that grows stunning zinnias alongside honeybee 
colonies. They harvest the flowers and package the blooms to deliver to others.  
The flowers are integral to performance and workshop and are presented to 
participants at conclusion. The project includes a dance video shot at the rural 
Sweet Virginia farm site and surrounding Lake Manassas by Jane Franklin and 
participation by Forty +, a performing group of dancers past the age of 40 who’s 
activities are often seen at centers serving older adults  
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